
Working with Edmac Europe means that you have one supplier who supports you 
with the parts and services you need in your compressor room. Edmac Europe has 
wide selection of air compressor, filtration, and vacuum pump spare parts.

Everything we do, is driven by that purpose: to be part of your business and to 
make compressor parts business easy.

The World of Edmac: 
OEM & Equivalent Compressor 
Spare parts.
Replacing the right part at the right time is what guarantees the performance and 
life span of your machine. At Edmac Europe we understand that and we believe that 
each part matters: the part you need today to fix a breakdown, the part you need 
tomorrow for your next service job and any part you want to stock for the future.



We are ready to support you!

Complete range for air compressors & vacuum pumps

Edmac items: reliable & efficient parts

Benefits &Advantages 

The selection of products is accurate and derives from daily contacts with the main market players determining 
high quality standards and high performances. Thanks to strong partnerships with leading manufacturers, the  
Edmac Europes range consists of original, after market & Edmac equivalent spare parts.

100% compatible
and interchangeable with 
many premium OEM 
brand machines & parts.

Professional support team
helps you identifying 
the right part for your 
compressor unit.

Broad portfolio
of different product types 
to support you with the 
items you need.

Large extensive stock
for all high-runners 
in different product 
categories.

More competitive pricing
than competitors without 
compromising on quality.

Fast deliveries
make sure you can use 
your spare parts right 
away.

Tested by experts
and proven to be leading 
in performance compared 
to other OEM brands.

6 months warranty
ensure a worry-free 
refund or replacement in 
case of problems.

As a true service partner we understand your need for reliable and efficient quality air solutions. The house brand
Edmac offers an accessible range of products that meet or exceed their OEM counterparts. With a complete range  
of more than 12000 products, Edmac items meet the daily needs of every customer for the entire compressor room.

We supply air compressor, filtration and vacuum pump spare parts and much more. We maintain a state-of-the-art 
inspection and testing facility where all parts are checked for proper performance and fit. Every part we sell must  
pass a rigid and thorough incoming inspection process.

Our vast portfolio of Edmac products continues to develop daily, expanding our scope and improving availability. 
Let us become part of your business.
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